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Star Tuning Guide In this tuning guide you will find settings to get you comfortable and up to speed with your North sails. Do not hesitate to experiment on your own. Differences in crew weight, boats, and sailing conditions will dictate different settings of the mast for optimum boat speed.



Mast Set-up (Rig Down) Before we put the rig up in the boat there are a few things that need to be looked at. First we want to check to see that the mast is straight fore and aft and also sideways. Small bends can be fixed. If you have large bends or kinks you should contact your mast supplier for their advice. Next check the intermediates and adjust if necessary. To do this pull the upper shroud down the front of the mast and make a mark on the mast at the bearing point of the shroud (this is the inside bottom of the loop on the shroud). This should be done on the opposite shroud also. After both uppers are marked pull the intermediates down the front of the mast and mark as you did for the uppers. Measure the difference between these marks. You should have a measurement of 2 15/16" (7.5 cm). This measurement works well with both the LC-1 and the Max Roach main sails. The last thing you need to do is to set the spreader sweep and square the spreaders to the mast butt. Do this with the mast track down and the spreaders swept back in the up wind position. Take a thin piece of shock cord and tie it to each shroud right below the spreaders. This piece of shock cord should be stretched tight to make a straight line from shroud to shroud. Next, measure from the back of the mast to the shock cord. This should measure 5 ½" (14 cm). Again this works well with both mains, the LC-1 and the Max Roach.



After setting the spreader sweep you need to make sure they are square to the mast butt. To do this leave the shock cord on the shrouds that you used to measure the sweep with. Get a batten and put it on edge on the leading edge of the butt casting. Stand back at the butt of the mast and sight along the batten and this should line up with the shock cord that is stretched between the shrouds. If this does not line up adjust with the Allen screws in the spreaders. Make sure that you adjust each screw the same. You will have to screw one in and screw the other out to keep the sweep at the proper amount. One quick note about spreader sweep, if you feel your mast is soft you might have to use less sweep and conversely if your mast is stiff you will have to use more spreader sweep.



Mast Set-up (Rig Up)
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Now that you have the mast ready, put the mast up in the boat. After you have all the shrouds and backstays attached put the boat on a level place to finish the set-up of the rig. Once the mast is stepped in the boat you need to check the butt location. This is done by taking a tape measure from the back of the mast at the base back over the aft edge of the cockpit along the deck to the transom. Using a straight edge along the transom measure the location. For Mader the measurement should be 14' 10" (4520 cm), Folli 14' 9" (4495 cm). Next with the mast in its upwind sailing position, spreaders back, tension on back stays. The lower shrouds will be in line with the front of the mast and the uppers approximately ½" (1.3cm) in front of the lowers. The final step is to make sure the mast is upright in the boat. This is done by running a tape measure to the top of the mast using the main halyard. Running the tape measure in front of the spreaders, measure to the top of the shroud track just in front of the shroud car. Do your best to make this measurement the same from side to side.



Rig Tuning To measure the shroud tension we use the Loos Pro Model Gauge (PT-1). Using the Loos Gauge, start by putting 5 on each upper backstay. Now check your rake measurement. 16 ½" to 16 ¾" (42 to 43 cm) seems to work well on most boats. Now using the Loos Gauge measure the tension on your upper shrouds. This should be 22 to 23. Finally you need to set-up your inner lower shrouds. First measure up from the tip of the black band along the mast 36" (91.5 cm) and make a mark. Now measure across from shroud to
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shroud. By pulling the shrouds together this measurement should be 28½" to 29 ½" (72.5 to 75 cm). Now you are set to go sailing. The measurements and settings that we have suggested are a very good starting point. You might have to make some small adjustments to fit your sailing style and crew weight.



SAIL TRIM ON THE WATER Main: The most important adjustment for the main is the main sheet itself. Small adjustments make very obvious changes in performance and balance of your boat. Trimming harder gives you a tighter leach with more power and helm, which translates in to pointing higher. An eased main gives you a more twisted sail, which translates into less helm and the ability to go fast forward. The difference between being trimmed hard and eased might only be 1" to 2" (2.5 to 5 cm) of trim on the main sheet. If you have a single type main sheet marking it is a good idea so that you can reproduce your settings. If you use a double type main sheet you cannot mark the sheet so you will have to look at the main to judge your main sheet trim. Typically the boom will be 7 - 8" (17.5 to 20.5 cm) off the deck at the transom in moderate conditions, closer in heavy conditions and further off the deck as it gets lighter. The outhaul controls the depth in the bottom third of the sail. In very light air and flat water the outhaul should be pulled out tight near the band. As the water gets rougher and the wind picks up you can ease the outhaul in but no more than 1 ½" (3.8 cm) from the band. As you start to get over powered pull the outhaul back on until it is at the black band in 14 knots of wind. In all but the windiest conditions the Cunningham should only be used to just pull the wrinkles out of the luff of the main. As you start to get overpowered you will have to pull harder on the Cunningham to help open the top of the main and de-power the boat. But it is very important to ease the Cunningham as soon as the conditions get lighter. Your backstays are two more adjustments that help you get the most out of your sails. The lower backstay controls the bend in the lower part of the mast. In very light air and flat water there should be no tension on your lower backstays. As the wind increases and the water gets rougher you will need to pull on your lower backstay to give the boat enough power to sail through the waves. As the wind further increases and you start to get overpowered you can start to put some tension on your upper backstays. This bends the mast which helps flatten the sail and twists open the top part of the main. Also this tensions the head stay which makes the jib a little flatter. All of these things help de-power the boat and make it more manageable in windier conditions. Again as with the Cunningham, it is very important to ease the upper backstay as soon as the conditions get lighter. The mast bender should be in a neutral position in all conditions. Except in very light wind and flat water you can experiment by pulling some mast forward on. Jib: Before you leave the dock you should mark your jib lead position. First measure the fore and aft position of your jib lead. Measure from the head stay back to the center of the jib car. To start this measurement you should start out at 7' 2 ½" ( 220 cm). This is a very good all around position.
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You can experiment by moving the lead forward ½" (1.3 cm) in rougher water, which will make the lower part of the jib a little fuller and give you a little more power to help you get through the waves. As it gets windier try moving the lead back ½" (1.3 cm). This will make the lower part of the jib a little flatter and give you just a little more twist. This should help you de-power and make the boat more manageable. Next you need to mark the athwartship position of your jib lead. Measure from the centerline of the boat out 14" (36.5 cm) to the center of your jib car and make a mark on the deck. Your jib car should stay at this location in all but the windiest conditions. And then only let it out 1" (2.5 cm). This will help open the slot. Once you are on the water set your jib halyard so the jib tack is 1" (2.5 cm) off the deck. Your jib Cunningham should only be pulled hard enough just to pull out the wrinkles in all conditions. Now you have your jib leads set and your halyard in the proper position. You will want to trim your jib to the 18" (45.7 cm) mark on the spreader. This works well in most conditions. Watch trimming inside of this mark.



STAR BOAT ON-THE- WATER QUICK GUIDE Controls



Mast rake Upper shroud tension Outhaul



Cunningham



Light (0-6 knots)



Medium (6-12 knots)



Heavy (12 + knots)



16 1/2 "



16"



17 1/2"



(42 cm)



(40.5 cm)



(44.5 cm)



22



22



23



3/4"



1/2"



(2 cm)



(1.25 cm)



None



Snug



Jib cloth tension



Maximum out Increase tension to bleed power



Just enough to remove wrinkles at all times 7' 1/2"



7' 2"



7' 2 1/2"



(217 cm)



(218.5 cm)



(220 cm)



14"



14"



14 1/2" to 15"



(35.5 cm)



(35.5 cm)



(38.7 to 38.5 cm)



Upper back stay



Slack



Snug



Hard



Lower back stay



Slack



Tight for maximum



Ease as necessary



power



to bleed power



Jib car (fore & aft)



Jib car athwartship
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